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Before you start

Welcome to Textiles 2: Contemporary Context. This course will build on the knowledge and skills 
you’ve gained at Level 1 by asking you to develop work in relation to three key contemporary 
textile contexts: fashion textiles, interior textiles and art textiles.

During your work on this course, you’ll develop your theoretical understanding of twenty-
first century textile design and art practices and analyse the visual, practical and conceptual 
nature of work within these differing contexts. This will enable you to analyse more critically the 
purpose of your own work and its intended audience. Colour will be a particular focus, starting 
with an exploration of contemporary colour and trend forecasting, followed in the rest of the 
course by an emphasis on imaginative use of colour through research, design development and 
textile fabrication.

Course aims and outcomes
Textiles 2: Contemporary Context aims to:
• advance the subject of colour to prompt innovative textile ideas through creative design 

methodologies
• explore a range of textile craft techniques and progress an individual approach to problem-

solving and design development
• develop research methodology and analytical skills within the field of contemporary 

textiles, fashion and art through practical and theoretical study
• develop your ability to review and analyse your work within the context of the course aims.

On successful completion of the course you’ll be able to:
• creatively apply the principles of colour and trend forecasting to develop a range of new 

ideas for textiles in response to personal inspiration
• demonstrate creative design development within craft-based textiles and produce 

innovative solutions for product end-uses within set projects
• critically review the work of artists, designers, cultural influences and industry that have 

contributed to the development of contemporary textiles
• critically review your work against the course aims and within the context of contemporary 

art and design.

Before you start
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Assessment criteria
Each assignment will be assessed against the assessment criteria listed below. If you intend to 
have your work assessed to gain formal credits, please make sure you refer back to these criteria 
regularly to make sure you are confident that you meet every criterion and can articulate where 
and how you meet them.

At Level 2 your ability to identify strengths and areas for development in your work becomes 
even more important, so we highly recommend that you conduct a self-assessment at the 
end of each assignment. Take time to assess your work in relation to each criterion. In addition 
to identifying strengths and weaknesses, you could highlight areas you’ve been working 
particularly hard to improve as a result of previous feedback, discuss the nature of the 
improvement and decide whether these areas require further development.

We will draw attention to the assessment criteria as you progress through the course and your 
tutor will make reference to them in feedback on assignments.

Criterion

Demonstration of technical and visual skills: Materials, techniques, observational skills, 
visual awareness, design and compositional skills.

Quality of outcome: Content, application of knowledge, presentation of work in a coherent 
manner, discernment, conceptualisation of thoughts, communication of ideas.

Demonstration of creativity: Imagination, experimentation, invention, development of a 
personal voice.

Context: Reflection, research, critical thinking.

The criteria have different weights which are used to determine your overall assessment mark. 
Details of the current weightings can be found in the resource section of the student website: 
www.oca-student.com/resource-type/assessment-criteria/assessment-criteria-visual-arts-he5
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Course structure
This Level 2 course represents 600 hours of learning time, so it will take you just over a year 
to complete if you work for around 10 hours a week. It is up to you how you divide your time 
between the six parts of the course, providing that the work you develop meets the assessment 
criteria, but you should use around 20% of the 600 hours for reflection and learning log 
development.

This course has six parts and six associated assignments, all of which integrate theoretical and 
contextual research with practical investigation. You will undertake research that deepens 
your knowledge of contemporary practitioners and the contexts in which they work, and then 
extend this new knowledge into visual research and practical experimentation. Short research 
reports will develop your research and writing skills in preparation for the essay assignment in 
the next Level 2 course.

• Part One of this course will introduce you to colour and trend forecasting. You’ll develop 
your own colour and trend book and use this as inspiration for the following projects. This 
project is underpinned by specific exercises to guide your creative exploration but as the 
course progresses your work will become increasingly self-directed.

• In Parts Two to Four you’ll research and creatively respond to three different contemporary 
textile contexts: fashion textiles, interior textiles and art textiles. Alongside your new 
understanding of colour and trend forecasting, these three parts will help you to analyse 
the nature of your work and contextualise it within contemporary practice.

• In Part Five you’ll initiate and develop a project independently, to personalise and embed 
the new knowledge you’ve gained. To allow you greater creative freedom, Parts Two to 
Five are not process-specific, so you can choose any textile techniques to develop your 
collection of samples.

• Finally, in Part Six, you’ll focus on the communication of your work to an appropriate 
audience, through the selection and presentation of work developed throughout the 
course.
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Your tutor
Your tutor is your main point of contact for feedback relating to your progress through OCA 
courses. They will review your work at each assignment point and give you detailed feedback 
to help you improve your work or working methods in the next part of the course. Your tutor 
is supported by the Course Support Advisors, who can answer questions relating to course 
documentation or OCA processes in between assignments / feedback points.

If you haven’t already done so, please send an introductory email to your tutor as soon 
as possible. Outline your experience of textiles to date, what courses you’ve previously 
undertaken, your reasons for starting this course and what you hope to achieve from it. Also 
consider including background information about your other interests and experience to 
broaden your tutor’s understanding of you as an individual.

For more information about the tuition system and the Course Support Advisors please refer to 
the Student Handbook.

Research
Research involves the systematic investigation of a subject, idea or question, in which we 
explore, interrogate, examine and analyse. We undertake research to learn new information, to 
understand a subject better, to solve problems and/or to make sense of something. It is often 
assumed that research is purely based on reading and writing but research is also visual and 
physical.

Any research you do should be focused and structured: it is hard to develop a visually or 
theoretically coherent body of research if the subject is too large. Work in a more focused 
manner by narrowing down the project, being specific about your subject, defining a specific 
context and choosing specific processes.

This will force you to be more creative because you won’t be able to just conduct shallow 
research about lots of things. You’ll have to go deeper into your subject, think laterally, be more 
playful and explore the boundaries of your subject, which is where innovations happen.

Creativity is subtraction… Place some constraints on yourself. It seems contradictory, 
but when it comes to creative work, limitations mean freedom… The right constraints 
can lead to your very best work.

(Kleon, 2012, pp.137–38)
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Once you’ve defined the scope of the project, the quality of your research is important, 
particularly the type of sources you use and how you extract information from them.

• Use varied sources: museums, archives, public lectures, libraries, books, magazines, radio, 
TV, websites, podcasts, journals, blogs, online lectures. Also explore non-art and design 
sources if they’re relevant to your subject.

• Gather varied research: found images, text, video clips, sound recordings.
• Create your own research: document, interpret, re-present your found information by 

creating drawings, making notes, doing colour studies, taking photographs, writing, 
sampling, videoing and recording sound.

Sampling – the physical exploration of materials and processes – is a form of research, as you 
are still systematically investigating an idea, subject or theme. The techniques, materials and 
processes you employ will be drawn from or relevant to your initial research and are therefore 
part of the same research journey.

Reference your research findings accurately so you know where the idea, image or information 
came from. It is important to make a note of the author and source of any information you 
record, including visual imagery as well as found quotes, ideas and other text. This is good 
academic practice. When the course assessors look at your sketchbook and learning log / blog 
they will know which ideas are your original ideas / original imagery and which have been 
created by others. It’s also a good research habit for you, as you never know when you might 
want to find that article, book, image or magazine again. Read the OCA Guide to Academic 
Referencing for more information. You’ll find this on the student website.

Critical evaluation of your research is an important part of the creative journey. Is what you’ve 
gathered and created relevant? Is it successful? Where are the gaps in your knowledge and 
understanding of your subject? Analyse it, deconstruct it, compare and contrast it; by doing 
this you will understand your subject more deeply and know how to develop your research 
successfully.

The research process is not linear, it’s not easy and it’s not always fun! There should be mistakes 
and dead ends, and there will be times when you feel like you’re wading through treacle to 
understand how to develop your research. But it should be engrossing, exciting and engaging. 
Focus on learning new information, processes and ways of working alongside improving the 
things you’re already familiar with.

Challenge yourself, have fun and don’t take the easy option.
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Drawing and sketchbooks
Drawing is a vital part of the research process. Draw and sketch to document what you see, 
think and feel during your initial investigations and then to propose and develop your samples 
and tests in the later stages of your research journey.

Use drawing to:
• map out your thoughts and visualise your ideas
• study and document visual characteristics: structure, texture, shape, form, pattern, colour
• explore both detail and the bigger picture
• capture these qualities through varied lines, marks, textures, shades, tints and tones
• propose samples, maquettes, tests
• explore the potential of your ideas and consider alternatives
• plan how to make and create
• map out the technical aspects of your proposals.

Use drawing to think, plan and propose, as well as to create beautiful images. Drawing is a 
powerful communication tool. You are likely to use drawing professionally to communicate to 
clients, customers, galleries, funding bodies and employers and when collaborating with peers. 
In an educational context, you are also using it to communicate to assessors. But primarily, on a 
day-to-day basis, you are using it to communicate with yourself, to help you think through your 
ideas and develop new work. This makes your sketchbook a vital and integral part of your daily 
life, a place where you can think, discuss and make decisions on how to progress your creative 
practice.

When you draw:
• Use varied tools, media, materials, processes and grounds on which to draw and consider 

the relevance of these methods to your subject. 
• Explore both traditional and modern approaches. 
• Let your theme or subject suggest how you draw. Does your subject suggest an expressive 

or more controlled approach? Do you need to capture information quickly or create more 
detailed studies?

• Challenge yourself. What haven’t you tried before? What do you need to perfect? 

Your sketchbook is a really important part of your creative practice. If you use it consistently 
throughout a project it will embody the logic and journey of the project, capturing both the 
successes and the dead-ends. The size of your sketchbook can sometimes feel limiting or too 
comfortable, so try to work outside of it regularly too, so you can explore different scales and 
media types and work three-dimensionally. Be experimental: cover a wall with lining paper 
and work on a big scale; work on wood, concrete and other atypical drawing surfaces; use your 
body as a drawing tool by attaching media to your limbs and exploring the marks you create. 
Drawing and visual research can be careful, controlled and representational but it can also be 
expressive, experimental and performative.

If you explore your ideas thoroughly on paper and carefully document the journey of each 
project, including the errors, dead-ends and frustrations, your sketchbooks will become a 
fantastic resource not just for current work but for future inspiration too.
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Colour
A sensitive and thoughtful approach to colour is vital in the development of successful textile 
work. As colour is an important theme throughout this course, consider reviewing your existing 
understanding of colour terminology before you start the work. Knowing the terminology 
and technical information will help you mix colours more accurately and discuss them more 
critically. Here are some terms to explore:
• hue / tint / shade / tone / saturation / chroma
• primary / secondary / tertiary colours (note: colour terminology relating to pigments, e.g. 

paint, differs from terms relating to light)
• complementary colours
• optical colour mixing.

Colour can activate a design, intensify a printed pattern, unify a mixed-media fabric or highlight 
the role of individual stitches in a knitted fabric. Tuning your eye into the nuances of colour – 
for example, the incremental differences in tints of white – will enable you to capture colour 
accurately in your research. Be exacting about the precise colour you want to achieve by always 
mixing the media to achieve the precise hue or tone.

Roanna Wells, Jay, 2016, roannawells.co.uk
Image reproduced by kind permission of the artist.
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Use good-quality pigments to help you capture the nuanced colours you observe. Good-quality 
watercolour or gouache paints will be easier to mix to the exact colour you wish to achieve and 
will result in a smoother, more professional-looking surface.

Sampling
Translating the colour in your research into fabric, fibre, yarn and threads can be hard, unless 
you dye it to the correct colour, which is very difficult in and of itself! Different materials and 
yarns carry colours differently, due to the density of the structure or twist, fibrousness and 
light-reflective qualities of the surface. For example, a beautifully sheer watercolour tint from 
a drawing might lose its luminosity when translated into a dense cotton fabric or appear dull 
in a heavy worsted yarn, but a light organza or light-reflecting silk yarn might be more likely 
to capture its qualities. When working with yarn, you may find that using multiple shades or 
colours of yarn together creates a closer colour-match than one yarn on its own.

This makes sourcing materials to match your visual research tricky, so be analytical about the 
types of qualities you’re trying to achieve and be flexible about the type of material you’re 
willing to use.

In Parts Two to Five you’ll develop large bodies of textile samples, using varied processes, 
materials and techniques that relate to your research. Unlike Level 1 courses, we won’t be 
giving you specific numbers of samples to produce, so you have to decide what quantity is 
appropriate to ensure your investigation is broad and playful.

When sampling:
• Be playful and investigatory. Ask yourself questions – What happens if I…? How will this 

material respond to…?
• Explore traditional and non-traditional / obvious and unusual / controlled and expressive.
• Set yourself problems to solve – e.g. Create 20 samples using this technique and this 

material – and see how many different samples emerge.

How you organise your samples is up to you. As long as there is an order and you know what 
techniques and materials you used, you should easily be able to look back through them to get 
new ideas at a later date or to select and present the work at the end of the project. Keep the 
presentation simple. Here are some ideas:
• Tie or safety-pin little tags to your samples with the information on. Date or number them 

so you know the order in which you created them.
• Pin or staple your samples to card to store within a lever arch file. Or pin to paper to slot 

inside plastic wallets in the file. Plastic wallets aren’t ideal as the reflective surface makes it 
hard to see the quality of the sample and feel the fabric, which is so important in textiles.

• If your samples are fairly flat, like print or delicate embroidery, you could pin or carefully 
staple them into a sketchbook, but you’ll struggle to do this with bulkier samples.

When sampling ensure you document everything thoroughly, including the mistakes, the 
failures, the samples that started unravelling or collapsed as soon as you’d finished them. These 
are just as important as the successes, as they show the breadth of what you’ve explored. Your 
tutor will need to see the full journey of the project to give you feedback about your approach 
to research and development.
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Your learning log / blog
Your learning log or blog is the record of your journey through the course. It’s the place where 
you visually document your research and experimentation, as well as the written discussion and 
evaluation of that development. In using your learning log / blog you’ll develop your evaluative 
skills so that you can understand the strengths and weaknesses of your work and your working 
methods. This will help you to become a confident yet self-aware and reflective practitioner. At 
Level 2, the thoroughness of the documentation and the depth of your analysis become more 
important in helping you make links between your work and that of contemporary professional 
practitioners, so that you start to get a sense of where your work could be sold, exhibited or 
experienced.

Whilst you learn a lot through doing, it is when you think about what you’ve done that you 
develop a deeper understanding of its value and relevance. Thinking and evaluating whilst you 
do something (whether it is drawing, making, reading, writing…) is different to the thinking 
you do after you’ve finished that activity, so it is valuable to discuss the range of thoughts and 
feelings that emerge during the development process. The views of others are also important to 
help you understand your work better. Regardless of the context in which you are developing 
work, there will always be an audience of some kind, whether they are a viewer, user, wearer, 
client or employer. Whilst critical feedback can make you feel disillusioned or disheartened, 
you still learn something from it. Don’t just seek feedback that makes you feel good. Be brave 
and accept the vulnerability that comes with asking for people’s opinions to help you develop 
stronger work.

The best learning logs/blogs will be detailed yet succinct, analytical and evaluative, containing 
visuals and writing.
• Summarise what you’ve done. Include the research, both theoretical and visual (including 

sampling). Try to do this as soon after the activity as possible, so you can record what you 
thought during as well as after.

• Analyse the success of that work. What were your intentions before you did the work? Did 
the work develop as planned? Were there happy accidents or surprise findings? 

• Discuss alternatives. What didn’t you have time to explore? How could that have influenced 
the work? 

• Consider the potential of the work. Did you develop that work or undertake that activity 
with a certain end-use or context in mind? If so, is it successful in that context? Does it have 
potential in other contexts?

• What do other people think? Do you agree? Has it given you a new insight, whether 
positive or negative? What might you do next based on this feedback?

• How does your work compare to that of contemporary practitioners developing similar 
work in a professional context? 
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Academic writing
Parts Two, Three and Four each start by asking you to write a research report, in which you will 
discuss the work of contemporary practitioners. This research report is more formal than your 
usual learning log / blog entries and so requires more formal academic writing. 

Academic writing tends to sound official and impersonal. It is written in the third person, so 
you would avoid using ‘I’ and instead write phrases like ‘The research shows that…’ and ‘Smith’s 
work has been described as….’ It is important to write formally at degree level but you need to 
balance this against the fact that design and art are inherently subjective: the ‘I’ is important. 
As you discuss whether you like or dislike a piece, or try to consider whether it’s ‘good’ or ‘bad’, 
you’ll come to realise how personal your analysis is and how important personal taste is. We 
all physically respond to stimuli in very personal ways; for example, our eyes interpret colours 
differently and the sensations we receive when touching materials, fabrics and surfaces are 
highly individual. 

If one says ‘Red’ (the name of a color) and there are 50 people listening, it can be 
expected that there will be 50 reds in their minds. And one can be sure that all these reds 
will be very different. 

(Albers, 2006, p.3)

This subjectivity places an even greater emphasis on the quality of the language you use. For 
the reader to be able to get a clear visual sense of what you mean, you need to use specific 
descriptive language to vividly describe what you see, hear and feel. Avoid generalisations and 
instead choose precise terms, searching for the most appropriate adjective, noun or verb to 
communicate the sensory qualities of the work and what you think about it. The reports in this 
course are all ‘illustrated reports’, so you should include images of some or all the work you’re 
discussing. Reference any images you use, so we know whose work it is and where you found it. 
Refer to the OCA Guide to Academic Referencing for more detail.

It is also important to use technical terminology and discipline-specific language correctly: this 
isn’t subjective. There are very specific terms relating to the design and production of textiles, 
such as the names of fabric (e.g. chiffon, organza, linen), the structure of a fabric (like the warp 
and weft in a woven fabric) or types of media (such as the names of dyes and pigments). Try to 
demonstrate your knowledge of the subject by using accurate language when writing reports 
and throughout your learning log / blog. 

As with any research, gather information from a range of sources so you are as well-informed as 
you can be. It would be great if you could see the work in person but, if this isn’t possible, view 
it in as many books, websites and journals as you can. Different photographers will focus on and 
capture different elements, just as different writers will discuss the work from their own unique 
perspective. 

The focus of any research report or essay is your own analysis of the work and the judgements 
you make about it. You can support this discussion by using appropriate quotes from articles 
or books. Always reference the quote clearly so we know who wrote it and where you found it. 
(Again, refer to the OCA Referencing Guide.) The reason referencing is so important is to avoid 
plagiarising other people’s work. Plagiarising is copying, akin to stealing in academic terms. If 
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you include someone else’s ideas, research or full text without stating that it isn’t your work, 
then you are plagiarising. Quoting other people can be really enlightening: the quote may 
support what you’re saying or you may disagree with it and use it to start a discussion about 
the work, but use quotes sparingly and relevantly. No one wants to read a report that is mostly 
quotes from other writers. 

Make sure you are clear about the details you need to reference text and images and collect the 
details as you conduct your research. It’s very tempting to put this basic administrative task off 
until later, but you’ll feel very frustrated if you come to look for a reference and can no longer 
remember where you found it.
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Health and safety
Any practical research activity contains potential risks. As a creative practitioner, you need to 
actively risk-assess any activity you undertake, whether on a small scale, such as using a sharp 
scalpel to craft a collage, or on a larger scale, for example when installing work in a gallery or 
working in a public area where your activity may pose a risk to others. It is important to assess 
potential risks and make adjustments to your working methods to keep yourself and others 
safe. Ask yourself:
• What risks does this activity and / or situation hold?
• Who could be harmed by these risks? 
• What do I need to do to reduce these risks?

As a minimum:
• Choose appropriate equipment / tools / material for the task.
• Carefully follow the instructions given on the equipment / material / tool.
• Consider wearing protective clothing / eye wear.
• Make sure you know the safest way to use tools or equipment.
• Keep your work area clear.
• Minimise trip hazards.
• Be aware of people around you, especially when using a public space.

We subconsciously assess risks all the time, but when there are greater potential risks you 
should write a more formal risk assessment in your learning log / blog to ensure you’ve 
considered all the hazards. This is good experience because, as a professional, you may 
be asked to complete a formal risk assessment – for example, when installing work in a 
professional gallery, as a designer in industry working with specialist equipment or if you wish 
to run a workshop. 
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Formal assessment
For textiles students it is recommended that assessors see all the work you develop throughout 
the course. This allows assessors to assess your outcomes in the context of the complete 
development process and to review the full breadth and depth of your work. It is not always 
feasible to send all work to OCA Head Office for assessment, however, as work may be too large, 
too heavy, too fragile or be site-specific or transient. This places an emphasis on high-quality 
photography. Please photograph all work to a high standard. Try to capture both the shape and 
structure of the whole piece, as well the details that may be hard to see on a photo of the whole 
piece. Place the work against a plain and visually unobtrusive background, so that the viewer’s 
attention isn’t distracted from the work itself. These photos can also form part of a professional 
portfolio of work. 

By the end of the course you’ll have the following work to submit for assessment:
• a body of visual research, including drawing / collage / other image-making / photographs 
• a large body of textile sampling, from quick tests through to more refined developments 
• proposals for and refined work towards resolved outcomes 
• theoretical and contextual research contained in your learning log / blog
• ongoing reflection and evaluation contained in your learning log / blog.

You are now ready to start work on Part One of the course. Before you do, though, take time 
to read through the whole course guide to get a sense of how you’ll be working over the next 
year or more. You should also read through each part very carefully before you embark on any 
research or practical work so that you can make sure you’re fully prepared.
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Textiles 2

Part one 
Colour and trend forecasting

Peclers Paris, 02 Sucrée, Spring Summer 2015, peclersparis.com
Image reproduced by kind permission of the company.

Part one Colour and trend forecasting
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Use the table below to keep track of your progress.

Exercise Page Complete

1.1 Image selection 22

1.2 Develop the trend 23

1.3 Refine the palette 26

1.4 Develop a visual response 28

1.5 Create two new trends 30

1.6 Trend book realisation 30

Research point Page Complete

1.1 21

1.2 22

1.3 32
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Trends essentially define the atmosphere and mood of a season. They affect all sectors, 
including cars, lifestyle, medicine and literature, and predictions may be made many years in 
advance. For the textiles industries, predications are made up to two years in advance. Seasonal 
trend forecasts will include colour palettes, yarn and fibre trends, material weight and texture 
qualities and a sense of the design aesthetic, for example types of pattern or weave structures.

Mix Magazine, Issue 41- SS 2017 Part Two, Trend One: Glitch, 
www.colourhive.com
Image reproduced by kind permission of Mix Magazine and 
ColourHive.

42 Colour Trends  

01 02

03 04
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Trends are predicted in part through analysis of consumer choices: how buyers respond to 
existing products will shape what designers and manufacturers choose to create in coming 
seasons. Technological advances and material innovations will also feed into the forecasts, as 
new yarns, fibres, fabric structures and equipment lead to new design options. These retail 
and technological trends are monitored by global trend forecasting agencies, such as Pantone, 
WGSN, Trend Union, ColourHive, amongst many others. In addition to assessing the industrial 
and consumer trends, the colour and trend forecasters will also draw upon broader global 
currents in the economy, politics, art, music, society and lifestyle. Forecasters assess all these 
global currents and the impact of major world events, like the economic depression at the 
beginning of this century, to theorise what customers will be buying in future seasons. This 
analysis is shaped into a series of future trend stories, with evocative imagery, colour palettes, 
material qualities and design examples used to visualise the atmosphere of the trend. Pantone’s 
Color of the Year is an example of how lifestyle, cultural and societal shifts influence trends and 
is illustrative of the language used by forecasters to discuss those trends. The Color of the Year 
is one symbolic colour, chosen to provide ‘a color snapshot of what we see taking place in our 
culture that serves as an expression of a mood and an attitude’ (Pantone, 2015), Two colours 
were chosen for 2016, ‘Rose Quartz’ and ‘Serenity’, which Pantone described as reflecting a 
sense of mindfulness and well-being. The colour choices are also a comment on a societal 
acceptance of gender equality and fluidity.

The global trend forecasting process encourages a coherent design response from the chain 
of textiles industries. Yarn manufacturers know their yarns are more likely to sell to fabric 
construction companies, who in turn know they are developing materials that are likely to be 
bought for development into garments and other products. Trend forecasting reduces the risk 
of producing products that don’t sell, and the reputation of trend forecasting agencies hinges 
on the accuracy and dependability of their predictions. 

Consumers also like to know what is in fashion. Our innate tendency to mimic others, to visually 
define ourselves as part of or apart from a group or community, encourages the mass adoption 
of trends – ‘The internet, globalization, urbanization and a stronger celebrity culture have all 
intensified mimetic behavior’ (Lantz, 2016, p.21). However, consumer use of social media has 
increased the speed and fluidity with which images and information are distributed, leading 
to local trends and street style fashions affecting the traditional ‘trickle down’ nature of trend 
forecasting. 

Trends are presented at trade fairs, such as Premier Vision and Pitti Filati, and published through 
subscription websites, trend reports (such as the Percler Paris example on the cover of Part One) 
and magazines, like Mix Magazine produced by ColourHive. Companies may also commission 
reports specific to their products and customer base, to provide a more targeted analysis of 
future trends.

The two colour trend examples provided here, one by Peclers Paris and the second by Mix 
Magazine, show how the trend colours are visualised within a palette, as well as translated into 
seductive photographic imagery to communicate the atmosphere of the trend. 
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Research point 1.1 
To familiarise yourself with the nature of colour and trend forecasting, explore the work 
of some contemporary forecasters. From this research write a short report (around 500 
words) discussing how trends are communicated and how imagery, materials, words and 
descriptions are used to evoke the atmosphere of the trend. 

Trend books are expensive commodities, costing thousands of pounds for early forecasts. 
Companies rarely share their trend analysis online, often even after the season has past! 
However, looking at the agencies themselves and how they describe their work provides a 
good insight into the process.

The Part One reading list at the end of this course guide provides you with examples of 
trend forecasting agencies, their publications and examples of online trend books to start 
your research.
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Project Colour and trend book

In this project you’ll explore how to create and present trends and colour stories in the form of 
a colour and trend book, which you’ll then use as the starting point for creative development 
through the rest of the course. 

Exercises 1.1 to 1.4 take you through the creation of one trend but you will need to create three 
trends overall, so plan your time well and manage your progress carefully so that you have 
sufficient time to present the trends as a trend book in Exercise 1.6. From your research you’ll 
have seen that each trend is normally presented over just two to four A4 pages, so bear this in 
mind when conducting each stage. 

Exercise 1.1 Image selection
You’ll draw the inspiration for your trends from the Guardian Best Photographs of the Day. 
This daily digest of the best photographs provides a brief visual summary of key global 
events. As design trends emerge through the synthesis of a vast range of societal, cultural, 
political and economic developments, it’s appropriate to explore the creative potential of 
news images. 

Go online and look through the Guardian Best Photographs of the Day from the last two 
weeks to a month. Analyse these images in relation to the following: 
• What key events have taken place?
• Are there overarching themes that you can extract from the images? Is the overall tone 

one of celebration, fear, chaos, peace, hope, warmth, cold, energy, contemplation…?
• How would you describe the emotional qualities emerging from the imagery?
• How do the colours and aesthetic qualities of the photographs evoke the themes and 

qualities emerging from the image?

Research point 1.2
Take time to reflect on your use of colour in previous projects. In your learning log / blog, 
evaluate how well you feel you have used colour in past textile projects. How considered 
was your choice and application of colour?

There are a number of online colour tests that can provide an interesting insight into 
the acuity of your colour perception. The X-Rite Pantone Color Challenge is based on the 
Farnsworth Munsell 100 Hue Test, one of the most famous colour vision tests: http://www.
xrite.com/online-color-test-challenge

Project Colour and trend book
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Exercise 1.2 Develop the trend 
Following Exercise 1.1, choose three or more related images from which to develop your 
first trend.

Having chosen the images you wish to focus on, it is now time to explore these images in 
more depth and extend these thoughts into a broader theme. Techniques such as free word 
association can help you to identify the boundaries of a subject and put ‘flesh on the bones’ 
of your original analysis. The list below provides suggested directions for exploring your 
initial ideas and extending them to find additional material. Once you have broadened the 
subject by exploring related ideas, associations and relationships, you will refine it into a 
coherent, more focused trend.

Re-analyse your chosen images as a set as well as individually. 
• What are the key themes running through your image(s) and what emotions do they 

evoke?
• What mood or atmosphere pervades the image(s)?
• Describe the visual qualities of the image using adjectives like sparse, cluttered, quiet, 

balanced, discordant, jarring, frenetic, ebullient, minimal… 
• Use word association techniques to extend the subject, for example:

• Read out, one at a time, each of the words you’ve listed in response to the previous 
three points and write down the first word that comes to mind in relation to each 
one. 

• Use a thesaurus to find synonyms for your descriptive words. 
• Make this approach more visual by focusing on visual associations instead of word-

based associations. For example, list objects, materials, imagery, iconic photos that 
come to mind in relation to the words. You may wish to start collecting some of 
these. 

• Visualise this analysis as a mind map to help you make connections between the words, 
images, descriptions and themes that emerge. 

To summarise this research and start forming your trend, write a brief description of the 
concept and nature of the trend and list the key adjectives relating to it. 
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You can now refocus your attention on the aesthetic and colour qualities. Start by making 
careful colour studies of the colours you observe in your images. These could take the form 
of painted colour swatches in your sketchbook or on other materials to create colour chips, 
like Margrethe Odgaard’s Popsicle Index. 

Colours have strong associative qualities; they have symbolic meanings and connotations 
that provoke emotional responses. A trend colour palette is used to evoke the mood and 
atmosphere of the trend, so now explore what your colours communicate. 
• How do the colours you’ve extracted relate to what is happening within the images?
• Do these colours evoke the same feeling as the key adjectives and trend description? 

Create a series of colour studies in response to each key adjective, mixing the colours 
carefully to try to evoke a visual sense of that word. Continue to evaluate how well the 
colour communicates the atmosphere of the words and your trend. 

You will now have a range of colours, some extracted from your images and others 
developed through communicating the feeling or atmosphere of your images. Trend colour 
palettes feature around eight colours, including around six key colours and two highlight 
or accent colours. (Accent colours, as the term ‘highlight’ suggests, are colours that lift 
the colour scheme, often bright or bold colours that are used in smaller quantities. They 
are usually complementary colours to the main palette.) Look back at the Mix Magazine 
presentation of the colour proportions for their Glitch trend (in the introduction to Part 
One) to see how they visualise their colour palette.

Margrethe Odgaard, Popsicle Index, 2013, margretheodgaard.com 
Image reproduced by kind permission of the designer.
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 From your colour research choose a palette of colours that best reflects the atmosphere 
of your trend. Visualise this palette either by colour mixing and painting or by using found 
colour. This will involve arranging and rearranging your colours to see what works best. 
Hella Jongerius’s Colourwheel Parts, though only exploring tints and shades of three 
colours, shows how much the nature of the palette can change depending on which 
colours are selected.

Hella Jongerius, Colourwheel Parts, 2012, jongeriuslab.com 
Image reproduced by kind permission of the designer.
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Exercise 1.3 Refine the palette
The quantity of each colour can vastly alter the mood of your palette. For example, if you 
increase the quantities of the lighter colours the feel of your palette is likely to be very 
different compared to a palette in which you’d emphasised the darker shades. To help 
you explore how the colours in your palette work together in different ways, take time 
to develop a series of proportional colour studies that alter the quantities of each colour, 
like the example provided. You may wish to paint, collage or use an online colour scheme 
generator to digitally recreate your palette. Through this investigation, consider which of 
your colours are key or dominant colours, and which are best used as accents. You may also 
create mini palettes within your larger palette, such as the four reduced palettes (e.g. 04 Mid 
Tone Trio) used in the Mix Magazine Glitch Proportions trend. 

You could also explore colour proportion by creating yarn wraps, playing with the 
proportion of different colours and overlapping and intermingling them to explore optical 
colour mixing. You could create more playful three-dimensional colour wraps using yarn, 
thread, ribbon and strips of materials around paper, fabric or even objects. You could then 
photograph these more three-dimensional constructions from different angles, each one 
showing a different proportion of colours. Sanne Schuurman’s constructions for her Zwarte 
Albino colour story are examples of beautifully crafted colour constructions.

Proportional colour palette tests. Image produced by the course author. 
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Your list of descriptive terminology could help you layer your materials in a way that evokes 
your trend. For example, you could layer and wrap yarn in an ordered, linear manner or it 
may be appropriate to create a more chaotic, textural aesthetic. You may wish to develop 
a two-dimensional aesthetic, exploring collage and stitching, or work three-dimensionally, 
developing small constructions. Photograph your explorations individually and in groups. 

Sanne Schuurman, Zwarte Albino, Color Magazine, 2013, sanneschuurman.com 
Image reproduced by kind permission of the artist. 
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Exercise 1.4 Develop a visual response 
Your trend now has a refined description, associated descriptive terminology and a broad 
colour palette. Based on this body of research, explore a range of possible titles for the 
trend before choosing the one that works best. Refer back to the examples you explored in 
Research point 1.1 for ideas. 

Trend imagery is primarily photographic, often including styled arrangements of objects, 
imagery and ephemera. Develop visual imagery for your colour and trend book by 
producing a collection of photographs that capture and communicate the atmosphere of 
the trend. 

1. Referring back to the analysis and word associations you made in Exercise 1.2, gather a 
range of objects, images, artefacts, materials, yarn, thread, etc. that relate to your trend, 
all of which should match colours from your palette. When choosing fabrics, yarn and 
threads, you may wish to consider both the visual and tactile qualities appropriate to 
your trend. For example, should the fabrics be soft, warming and comforting, or brash, 
stark and bold?

2. Arrange these objects and images in a range of compositions that evoke your trend. To 
help you arrange your items and structure the compositions, consider referring back to 
the list of key adjectives you developed in Exercise 1.2 (e.g. sparse, cluttered, quiet…). 
Sally Angharad is colour and trend consultant for Camira Fabrics. Her visual for the 
Discovery trend in the Camira Trend Report involves objects arranged in a systematic, 
clinical manner, suggestive of a laboratory setting, which relates to the trend’s sense of 
experimentation, invention and innovation. Explore various arrangements, from two-
dimensional layouts to more spatial arrangements; play with height, depth and use of 
negative space; explore different types and strengths of lighting. In some arrangements, 
focus on one or two key colours; in others, try to incorporate your full palette. 

Sally Angharad, Trend 01: Discovery in ‘Equilibrium, Global Trend Directions 
2016–17 by Camira’, camirafabrics.com / @SallyAngharadUK on Twitter
Image reproduced by kind permission of Sally Angharad.
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3. When photographing your arrangements, consider how you compose the photograph. 
Consider your viewpoint (Do you take the photo from ground level, from above, from 
an angle?) and the framing (How far do you zoom in? Do you capture all or just parts of 
your composition?). You may wish to try to capture the same sort of aesthetic in your 
photographic framing as you did in your compositions. For example, if you created a 
cluttered arrangement, taking the photograph from a low angle, like capturing a city 
skyline, might give you a more cluttered aesthetic than if you took a photo from above, 
where the spaces in between your objects might be more visible. 

4. The sort of camera you use will also affect the photographs. Consider using digital, 
analogue and instant cameras, each of which will create a different quality of image. 

5. Consider using mobile phone apps or photo editing software to crop and edit your 
imagery. 

Your first trend is now at the point where you have enough research with which to compose 
your trend book. Before doing this, however, explore how well your research communicates 
your trend. Collate your research and select the key images, colour palettes and material / 
yarn exploration. Present this in your learning log / blog, with the title, description and key 
words alongside the visuals, and ask for peer feedback about how well you’ve communicated 
the mood of the trend.

Based on this feedback, and your own evaluation, you should be able to identify whether 
you need to gather any additional imagery or material evocative of the trend or tweak your 
description. Whilst you are awaiting the peer feedback, start to develop your next trend. 
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Exercise 1.5 Create two new trends
Repeat Exercises 1–4 to create two new trends. As your three trends will form the basis for 
later projects, ensure they are sufficiently different in their colour and thematic qualities, 
so that each project you develop in Parts Two, Three and Four has different aesthetic and 
conceptual features. 

Exercise 1.6 Trend book realisation
Once you have completed your three trends and gained feedback on them, present them 
within your colour and trend book. Professional trend books are digitally designed and 
printed, which is why there is an emphasis on photographic research in the exercises above. 
Some professional trend books, such as the Trend Bible, are digitally created but include 
yarn wraps, materials swatches and examples of trimmings, such as buttons and ribbons, to 
provide a tactile dimension to the book. A digital book will be easier for you to share with 
prospective employers and clients and will be more useful in future but, for the purposes 
of assessment, a book that has been well-crafted by hand can communicate your research 
equally well. 

If you choose to create the pages physically rather than digitally, keep each trend separate 
rather than compiling them into one book as you will be adding to the trend book in Part 
Six.

Look back at the research you conducted in Research point 1.1 for ideas for ways to 
compose your trend book. Review the content, structure and arrangement of the pages 
within the trend books, the type of fonts used and how they present the colour palettes. 
Explore how to compose your trend book through thumbnail sketches and by arranging 
and photographing the elements of your trend.

Take time to review and evaluate your thumbnails and photos to help you choose the final 
layout. Present the final layout to a high standard. 

Once you’ve completed presenting your three trends, consider creating a front cover to 
complete the book. 
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Margrethe Odgaard, Muuto Ripple, margretheodgaard.com 
Image reproduced by kind permission of the designer.
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Research point 1.3
So far, we have primarily focused on trends within the design industry, as this is the key 
textile sector. There are also trends within contemporary art and these are affected by the 
same societal, cultural, political and economic factors that feed into design trends. Galleries, 
museums and curators play a key role in the development of trends in art, as what they 
choose to fund, exhibit and collect dictates what is created. However, trends tend to emerge 
from contemporary art practices rather than being predicted and curated in the way design 
trends are.

Whilst trend books are relevant primarily to the design context, the processes you’ve used 
to create your trends are a valuable part of the research process in any creative project. 
Now that you’ve finished your trend book, review the processes and methods you used in 
its development and reflect upon their value in the creation of successful projects, both art 
and design. Consider:
• image analysis and extraction of themes
• word association to extend a trend, subject or theme
• the use of colours to evoke a mood or atmosphere
• proportional colour analysis to explore colour relationships
• gathering families of imagery and materials to communicate a theme, narrative or idea.

Make notes in your learning log / blog.
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Assignment one

Collate all your development work (including drawings, photos, collages, material 
investigations) in an organised manner and send it to your tutor for feedback. If your colour and 
trend book is a digital copy, discuss the best way of sending it with your tutor (e.g. via Google 
Drive or posting printed copies), as it is likely to be too large to send by email. 

To conclude Part One, reflect and evaluate your work and what you’ve learnt about the role 
of colour and trend forecasting in contemporary textiles. What are the strengths of the work 
you’ve developed? Are there areas you could improve? Write around 500 words and include 
this, clearly labelled, in your learning log / blog. 

In addition to this reflection, self-assess your work against the assessment criteria listed in 
the introduction to this course guide and include this in your learning log / blog. This self-
assessment will help you understand your strengths and highlight any areas that need 
attention. 

Send your colour and trend book to your tutor, along with your development work (your 
sketchbook and any additional colour and trend explorations) and your learning log / blog url.
 
Reworking your assignment
Following feedback from your tutor, you may wish to rework some of your assignment, 
especially if you intend to submit your work for assessment. If you do this, make sure you reflect 
on what you’ve done, and why, in your learning log / blog. 

Assignment one




